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Part A

Past and Future

1

Why am I like this?

You have surely already noticed that you have been preoccupied
with the question “Why?” your whole life long. “Why am I like
this?”, “Why do I live in such a world?”, “Why can’t l find the
right career?”, “Why do others have it easier?”, “Why did he just
say that?”, “Why is everything so pointless?”.

Why, why, why ...
I would like to answer the question of what is wrong with you
with an explanatory psychological model: a concept that is based
on the premise that your ego consists of several SELVES. It
rests on the assumption that one of your SELVES is equatable
with an INNER CHILD.
The idea of the INNER CHILD stems originally from the
view of there being inner worlds of experience, such as those
made known to us in books by JOHN BRADSHAW and
ERIKA CHOPICH / MARGARET PAUL. It describes and
symbolizes the feelings, memories and experiences from one’s
childhood which are stored in the brain. Included is the whole
spectrum of intense emotions such as boundless joy, profound
pain, happiness and sadness, intuition and curiosity, feelings of
abandonment, fear or rage. The INNER CHILD encompasses
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everything within the realm of being, feeling and experiencing
which can be assigned to particular areas of the brain. There is
thus the assumption, based on the model, that the ego is split
into an observing and reflecting inner ADULT-SELF and the
experiencing INNER CHILD.
This intelligent – if somewhat “popular science” - representation of your psyche is wonderful for helping you UNDERSTAND yourself. It will answer your many WHY questions.
There is, however, a little hitch. It does not fit entirely with your
situation of being a highly sensitive person (HSP). I have therefore extended this philosophical approach. I make the assumption that not two but indeed three SELVES are necessary to
describe the essence of HSPs. In addition I shall replace the term
INNER CHILD with the expression NEW-BORN SELF. In
this way the distinction between HSPs and normally sensitive
people can be emphasized. To answer the question of why you
are the way that you are, I shall subdivide your ego into the following three SELVES:

The New-Born Self (NS)
The Higher Self (HS)
The Adult Self (AS)
These very notions and their roles will become more familiar to
you in the course of this chapter. It will become CLEAR that
this subdivision into three SELVES almost perfectly corresponds to your nature. Let us begin with your first SELF.

1.1 The New-Born Self
It will emerge that you do not carry within you a typical inner
child. In fact, it will display characteristics which are more often
ascribed to a newborn. In order to make my deductions in a clear
way, I shall start with the description of the traditional philosophy. Let us look, first of all, at what basic needs children have:

Children want to play, run around and have fun.
Children want to learn and experience new things.
Children want to be socially integrated, have friends and
be loved.
Children want to be looked after and protected.
Generally one’s childhood and youth constitute the best phases
of one’s life. Nevertheless, most people are forced, sooner or
later, to face up to adulthood. At the very latest, when one starts
one’s own family, there are new challenges in personal development to be mastered. The ADULT SELF takes on an increasing
role in life. Reality comes virtually knocking at the door. The
duties of a parent call and new tasks determine the everyday
routine. What people have (hopefully) received as children must,
now that they are adults, be given back to their progeny:

Adults provide their children with opportunities to play, a
variety of activities and happy experiences.
Adults send them to school, teach them and bring them up.
Adults show their children love and provide for social
integration.
Adults give their children structure, orientation and
protection, as well as physical and financial security.
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The direction of activity has been reversed. Giving has now taken the place of taking. These elementary principles of development apply to virtually every person who grows up. The child’s
personality is not, however, simply exchanged for an ADULT
SELF, but merely supplemented by it. Thus a piece of childhood
always remains preserved as a constituent part of every single
person. This is manifest in the fact that adults, too, retain the
typical needs of a child. These are, however, from a certain age
onwards, described in a different way.

Adults want to experience new things, experiment or have
adventures (playing, having fun).
Adults train for jobs, do further studies and acquire life
experience (learning and experiencing).
Adults enter into friendships and partnerships or get
married (love and social integration).
Adults create living space, earn money and set up
financial reserves (protection and security).
This means that when you describe, in general terms, the essence
and the needs of children and then translate these into the language of adults, you are presented with the definition of the
INNER CHILD. This first SELF, arising from your ego, thus
corresponds to your emotional basic needs. If you are successful
in fulfilling these desires, then you will experience positive feelings. The INNER CHILD is thus responsible for contentment,
feelings of joy, self-respect, love etc. If, however, something
goes wrong, or some of your emotional needs remain unfulfilled,
then you will also, regrettably, have to experience fear, grief,
anger, disappointment etc. The INNER CHILD represents, in
this way, the whole range of your emotional existence.

Thus, if you analyze your childhood years, you will be provided
with information about your emotional make-up as an adult. The
more precisely you examine the course of your childhood, the
more accurately you will be able to trace your specific essential
characteristics. Even traumas, neuroses and other emotional
disabilities, which you carry within you, can be traced back to
your childhood. In short, if you describe the basic needs of children and translate these into the language of adults, you will have
before you the emotional longings of Homo sapiens, even when
the person has long since grown out of his or her childhood. So
far, so good.
This philosophy does not concur entirely with your highly
sensitive essence, however. Particularly in your case it will become clear that not the description of growing children will lead
to an understanding of your specific nature, but of a child still at
the stage of its life before, during or shortly after birth. It is the
basic needs of babies that will throw light upon the mysterious
world of High Sensitivity.

Your INNER CHILD more resembles an INNER BABY
Newborns, for example, are not interested initially in playmates.
They cannot run through the house either, or think up a particular role in order to come to terms with their environment better.
They do not want to build a sandcastle or possess other things.
These cute but vulnerable beings have other basic needs entirely. All they need is protection, warmth, nourishment and
somebody who loves and cares for them. Your INNER CHILD
is accordingly shaped by a far more existential life phase as is the
case with people with normal sensitivity.
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To emphasize this distinction I shall, from now on, no longer
refer to the emotional part of your ego as the INNER CHILD,
but as the NEW-BORN SELF (NS).
Perhaps you have already noticed – by way of your body –
that you carry a NEW-BORN SELF within you. Your outward
appearance reflects, after all, what is on the inside. It is highly
likely that you still have exactly the same eye color as you did at
the time of your birth. In your case, the iris has probably not
become darker. While, with other new arrivals, the color changed
fairly quickly after birth, your eyes have perhaps retained their
blue color. Or you have the same thin or light-colored hair as
you did back then. Your need, similar to that of a baby, to sleep
and eat more frequently has possibly also remained. In extreme
cases, there exists inside you the deep conviction that there
should be somebody to provide for you, protect you and take
care of you (just as newborns would expect).
Perhaps you are just suffering the effects of an immune system that has not yet fully matured; this is, after all, only fully
developed years after birth. Or you have been waging a hopeless
war against your puppy fat for years.
Perhaps you also have a baby’s skin. This may well be so
sensitive that you feel virtually compelled to remove all labels
from your clothes. You were possibly also one of those children
who annoyed their mothers by saying that everything was
scratching you, to the point that your dear parent no longer had
a clue what could be bought for you to wear.
As a consequence of your hypersensitivity you have to tug at
your clothes for as long as it takes to get every little, niggling
crease smoothed out. In addition you may well have to slide back

and forth on your seat constantly because you, with your thin
skin, cannot find the right position or because the seat is simply
too hard for you. Close-fitting clothing or constrictions of your
stomach or waist would similarly be too hard to bear. The same
thing goes for your little rolls of fat, which are minimal and hardly noticed by anyone else, but make you livid. You simply cannot
stop yourself from thinking about them all of the time because
of your sensitive skin. Sweatpants or wide-fitting garments are
therefore probably the ideal kind of clothing for you.
How many characteristics typical of a newborn do you recognize in yourself? Generally, the NS manifests itself in a different way, physically, in every HSP. Nevertheless, it is noticeable
that, following the skin, it is the stomach, in particular, that is
affected by oversensitivity. The realm of emotions is, after all,
attributed to this region. That includes, of course, everything
which is linked to food intake. To test what goes into your stomach, you of course need highly developed sensory organs. Thus
you possess very accurate vision, a pronounced olfactory sensibility, acute hearing, a very fine sense of touch or highly sensitive
taste buds.
Even memories of the time when you were still in your
mother’s womb will play a big role for you, at least subconsciously. These conditions of safety and comfort, within a
womb offering protection and providing for you, are conditions
which you are probably trying to recreate even today; wrapped
up, for example, in a warm blanket, sitting comfortably on a soft
sofa. If you are able - at the same time and without interruption
– to treat yourself to some culinary goodies and are located in
your own harmoniously furnished apartment, then this situation
will come pretty close to your imaginings of what ideal moments
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should be like. You possibly also love to assume the typical position of a fetus in the womb when you go to sleep.
Essentially, you still long for the security of the womb. Perhaps the world with which you came into contact at birth
seemed, from the start, too cold and too dangerous. In this case,
you are sure to have decided to remain a newborn in order to be
able to stay close by the protective mother-figure at all times.
Later, too, when you had grown into a teenager, you were
plagued by the feeling that you were not sufficiently equipped for
this harsh reality. Although you were surrounded by your peers,
you already had the sense that you were smaller, more vulnerable
or, quite simply, different. From your point of view, people in
your own age group already appeared as strangers who were at a
different stage of their development as you. Thus you could
never encounter them on an equal footing. Perhaps, in fact, your
childhood only comprised of fight or flight.
All in all, the presence of a NEW-BORN SELF creates a
particular challenge. As a rule, there arise, because of it, physical
and emotional sensitivities, more numerous conflicts with reality
and many a life drama. In the course of this book I shall further
develop a picture of these particularities.
In the case that you, too, are affected by difficult circumstances due to your high sensitivity, you should not feel cheated
by your fate. There is really a deeper meaning to all this. The fact
alone that you bear within you an oversensitive NEW-BORN
SELF instead of the usual INNER CHILD is the elementary
requirement for allowing a decisive characteristic feature to develop, something that will make you into a very special person.

1.2 The Higher Self
One part of your personality is thus still at the developmental
stage of a newborn. The effects of this character extreme will
prove to be crucial for your vocation.
Even if you perhaps feel a little inferior, the fact that you
possess an NS means that you are still closely connected to the
bigger picture. You have more or less a direct link to a HIGHER
source of information. Many terms for this are in circulation.
You could call it a higher knowledge or a connection to the soul,
to God, to the Holy Ghost, to your instinct, to guardian angels,
to Nature, to omniscience or whatever else (according to your
own religious principles). You possess a HIGHER SELF (HS)
which corresponds to a SUPERNATURAL aspect of your personality. Consequently you possess, as your dominant personality
trait, a spiritual aspect.
As humankind has argued for thousands of years about
what this transcendental world actually is and how it works, I
shall, of course, not be able to deliver the answers to all these
things. To deal with the matter of vocation for highly sensitive
people, this is not actually necessary. I shall therefore, from now
on, simply use a cover-all term for the supernatural – THE INVISIBLE WORLD. From this point onwards, you can replace
or supplement this generalized term, in your own mind, with
your own religious beliefs or spiritual tenets.

HSPs are directly connected to the INVISIBLE WORLD.
The second part of your ego thus consists of a HIGHER SELF
which has a connection to something which exists outside of
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your body. This statement in itself is, however, nothing unusual.
This applies to more or less every living thing on the planet.
Normally all people have this enviable, direct connection
with the INVISIBLE WORLD up to a particular point in time
after their birth. Mothers, in particular, who watch their young
children carefully or listen to them attentively (as the first few
words are learned), notice this remaining supernatural gift. This
connection, however, becomes ever more tenuous as one grows
up. Due to this, conscious thinking can take control for the most
part. Free will then becomes the measure of all things. People are
the masters of their own fortune.
This does not count for you as a HSP, however. What
makes you significantly different to normally sensitive people is
the fact that, because of the previously described halt in development of your INNER CHILD, your connection to the
HIGHER realm could never be severed. As a result you still
possess this original, direct (and ideally undistorted) channel to
the INVISIBLE WORLD.

In the case of HSPs, all basic instincts are fully preserved.
Zhus, only you would be in a position to survive in the real
world without having a conscious mind, similarly to flora and
fauna. The animal and plant world knows what to do, without
being in possession of a highly developed cerebrum.

HSPs can manage their lives without even having to think
about it.
Even if you have the feeling right now of: “That cannot be true
– I’ve tormented myself my whole life long just thinking about
my life,” then I can only answer: “It was probably all in vain.”

It is the INVISIBLE WORLD which could, via your HS, allow
you to enjoy protection and guidance through life. This magnificent ability to have such instincts at one’s disposal is, so to speak,
forever preserved in you. It is an enviable gift which could bestow upon you a great future.
As everything visible, thus all that is life, is interconnected
via the INVISIBLE WORLD, your HS would also be capable of
changing your environment in your favor or controlling it.
If you were to get lost, for example, while wandering the
hills, this would not be dangerous for you. You would actually
just need to walk around aimlessly and everything would simply
take care of itself. As if by chance you encounter other people
who show you the right path. Or you receive, as if by magic,
some other kind of help. You, of course, will think that this is a
wonderful coincidence (“Great to bump into you – you are really
heaven-sent.”). Only you, as a HSP, have been able to retain this
unbelievable ability (which you have probably already noticed).
You are truly capable of producing happy coincidences.

HSPs can enjoy higher guidance and higher protection.
It is always at those times when you take decisions, or simply act,
without external influences or much consideration that the consequences are positive for you. And it is particularly in dangerous
situations, when your body is switched to emergency mode and
your mind is focused to the maximum (perfect concentration)
that you can rely on your HS. This is proved by the fact that it is
always the HSPs, of all people, who suddenly lose all their reticence and step forward. Without consciously thinking about it –
almost automatically – they know what they have to do in such
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extreme situations. They virtually act as if they were remotecontrolled. In such cases it is always the HS that is in action.
Now it will surely become CLEAR to you why it is extremely important for your very existence to have a SELF that is based
on a newborn. You are, admittedly, considerably more sensitive
(oversensitive, one should say) because of it, but you possess, in
return, a SELF that has a great deal of power. Without an NS
you would never be able to access it. Accordingly, your sensitivity and vulnerability have been provided with a very powerful
form of protection.
If you had been born into an ancient culture, your true nature would presumably have been recognized relatively quickly.
You would have been trained, from the time of your birth, to
become a wise one, an advisor, a healer or a shaman. You would
have at least been taught how to tap into your HS and therefore
profit from it subsequently. Similarly, you would certainly have
been provided with food, shelter and other such comforts. You
would have been nurtured and cherished so that others could
profit later on from your omniscience.
You decided differently, however, and had yourself incarnated into this world. You will have had your reasons for this.
Your HS can function just as wonderfully here, however (if you
allow it to).
Moreover, your connection to the INVISIBLE WORLD
comprises still more: as well as having the ability to produce
happy coincidences, the whole world of intuition, wisdom, ideas
and ideals, of course, lies at your feet.

HSP possess HIGHER KNOWLEDGE.

For example, if you enter a room full of strangers, you KNOW
immediately how the land lies. Although you have not really
spoken to anyone yet, you can assess the situation accurately. At
least, you recognize immediately whether the situation feels right
or wrong. You already have diffuse information at your disposal,
even though no obvious facts yet lie on the table.
This effect is surely very well known to you from your everyday life. You HS is consequently capable of not only affording
you protection and guidance but also wisdom and knowledge. I
shall return to this point later on. Before that, however, we must
investigate your third SELF. It is the part of your personality that
you probably know best of all.

1.3 The Adult Self
The third part of your personality effectively corresponds to
your intellect. You can also describe that as your consciousness
or your mind.
Your ADULT SELF (AS) is sometimes hard to divide from
your other two selves. After all, information arrives in your conscious mind, too, which is initiated by your NS (joy, fear etc.)
and your HS (intuition, knowledge etc.). Your brain is thus exposed to a rather diffuse slurry of feelings, stimuli and information. Nevertheless, you can imagine your ADULT SELF as
being comprised of the principles of registering, processing and
acting; thus, everything which involves the processing of your
hearing, seeing, smelling, talking, tasting and moving.
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When people talk about their SELF, they generally mean this AS.
Accordingly, I would like to keep it as such in this book. When I
address you here, then I mean you in the sense of your AS.
So your AS is the part of your essence which is holding this
book right now. It is you who is translating the individual letters
into meaningful information. At the same time you can develop
a sense of what your other two SELVES are like. The NS will,
during this process, stir up feelings in you and your HS will provide you, simultaneously, with “aha” experiences: your basic
instinct, which tells you whether something is relevant for you,
whether something seems right to you or not.
These “aha” experiences, moreover, are described in everyday language as being part of the “feeling” process (“I have the
feeling that something’s not right.”). Your HS does not produce
typical feelings, however, but rather real KNOWLEDGE. You
could call it an inkling or a sense of something. The emotions,
on the other hand, which you experience, such as enjoyment or
worry, are always initiated by your NS.
I know that this sounds very complex. This precise differentiation is, however, necessary for you to understand better all
subsequent explanations in this book.
Back to your AS: you see that when you do or do not do
something, all kinds of things happen in your head. There is a
huge potential for conflict here. Fears which are normally only
experienced by babies must be harmonized with a HIGHER
KNOWLEDGE, which only spiritual leaders possess.
Every day, hour after hour, second after second, sensory
stimuli rain down upon you. The whole thing is added to by the
calls of your NS (“I’m scared, I can’t do it.”). These are joined by
the countless impressions of your physical senses such as seeing

(“That doesn’t look right.”), hearing (“Not that damn tinnitus
again.”), smelling (“Is there something toxic in the air?”), feeling
(“The chair is too hard.”), tasting (“Is that healthy?”) as well as
the coordination of your muscles (“These damned neck pains.”).
Last but not least, the whole stew of thoughts and emotions
will be compared, linked and processed with memories (“I’m not
buying those socks, they’ll cut into my skin again.”) and neuroses
(“The pen is not lying parallel to the edge of the table.”). Add to
that, of course, the countless projections about the future (imaginings) and so on and so forth.
This happens, in principle, in the head of every single person. What makes you different to normally sensitive people,
however, is the significantly larger amount of incoming information. You not only have an extreme NS and a highly developed HS, which bombard you with more sensory stimuli, but
also, additionally, at least one oversensitive sensory organ, comparable with the resolution of a digital camera. The more pixels it
has, or can process and store, the higher the quality of the photos will be. However, the amount of data also rises in an exorbitantly high measure.
In total, your brain is working virtually continuously at full
capacity.

HSPs have to process stimuli intellectually more than other
people do.
Now you can understand why it sometimes seems impossible to
catch on quickly. Particularly when you are faced with a new
(perhaps threatening) situation, you lose all spontaneity. The
amount of data to be processed is simply too vast.
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HSPs carry out thought processes that are too complex for
them to be able to act spontaneously.
Close this book now and have a closer look at the image on the
cover. It depicts your general situation in a very vivid way. The
brain pictured seems to be glowing. The inside of your head is
virtually ILLUMINATED.

Claudia is invited to a communal cooking party. When she
arrives, she notices that she does not know eight of the ten
people present.
Claudia immediately becomes aware of her raised blood
pressure. Her pulse races and her body temperature rises.
She feels uneasy. At the same time, her basic instincts come
into play. Concrete impressions of all those present, the
room, the situation in general and the difficulties resulting
from these rain down on her.
She correctly assesses the people around the table. She notices the false smiles in some of the greetings. In the case of
other people, their frustration or negative thoughts are thrust
upon her. In some of them she simply senses ignorance or
disinterest. She knows immediately that unresolved relationship problems are afoot in the case of one couple. All in all,
her brain seems to be exploding with this huge flood of information. A single thought spins around Claudia<s head:
>What should I do now?? Although the evening has hardly
begun, she feels a deep desire: >I want to get away!?
That is not possible, however. Claudia is, after all, well
brought up and wants to leave a good impression. She grins
and bears it and is further bombarded with countless impres-

sions (which continue to displease her, perhaps). She can
now do nothing else than process and evaluate countless impressions and create cross connections to them in her mind.
The so-called >must? thoughts take hold in her: >I must say
something now, I must smile, I must be funny etc.?
She brings about the opposite of this. The incoming amount
of data eventually reaches the capacity limit of her brain.
Claudia completely loses her authenticity. There is no engaging aura to speak of now. Her integration in the group becomes worse. The attention paid to her by some members of
the group decreases. This is something she clearly senses, of
course, and knows all too well from the past. Bad memories
surface. She keeps making frantic efforts to leave a good impression. Her brain is now completely taken up with trying
not to lose any more control. Claudia<s spontaneity declines
yet further. Gradually diffuse feelings of endangerment arise
within her.
Yet Claudia keeps on going. She has learnt, after all, how to
push her brain beyond the pain barrier. After three hours she
is completely exhausted. Now she is solely preoccupied with
how to justify her planned flight to the others. She is now
plagued by pangs of conscience because she is currently in
the act of inventing a white lie.
Finally the time has come. The meltdown occurs. Out of the
blue Claudia blurts it out: >I have to go now, unfortunately E
my babysitter can only stay until 11 o<clock.? She literally
jumps up from the table and leaves bewildered faces behind
her. She hastily leaves this place of misery.
Nothing has really happened. Claudia, however, is completely finished. At home, though, she can quickly relax. For her it
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is a blessing to be able to feel safe again. As an urgent measure she takes a glass of red wine to help her find her peace
again quickly. The alcohol does its job well. The functioning
of Claudia<s over-stimulated intellect is reduced by the beginning cell destruction process. The first feelings of wellbeing arise.
Now Claudia can look back on the evening in peace. Slowly
she begins to hate herself for her ridiculous behavior. Once
again she hears herself say: >Something is wrong with me.?
You must be familiar with this act of disappearing hastily. Perhaps even without saying goodbye. But you are doing the right
thing in these instances. If your ILLUMINATED (glowing)
brain is just at the point of over-flow, you must, so to speak,
initiate emergency measures. You must halt the flood of stimuli
immediately.
You are probably not yet really conscious of these processes
in your head. You are possibly also not aware of the fact that you
also constantly have to process the feelings and moods of other
people alongside your own. After all, everything is thrust upon
you because of your particular HS, whether you want it or not.
You can often do nothing about it. Due to your intuition you are
literally forced to take care of the dirty washing of your fellow
human beings.
This phenomenon should, at least, be familiar to you from
your youth. Even back then you could see right through your
parents and relatives. Very early on, you recognized many a hypocrisy behind their facades. In addition, you also perhaps experienced tragic moments in which you noticed that you were a
burden. And at times when your mother demanded your love

rather than giving you hers, you will equally have felt this terrible
perversion of the world.
You never had a choice. You get everything served up on a
platter. Even if you perhaps had parents who were too weak to
offer you sufficient spiritual protection, you will have sensed this
quickly. You were confronted far too soon with the complete
spectrum of human inadequacies. Life, right from the start, saddled you with a burden. Only the ignorant know bliss – even as a
child you did not belong to this group, unfortunately.
Perhaps this is the greatest challenge that you face in your
highly sensitive life. Within you lurks the danger of only focusing
on the negative aspects of your fellow human beings.
Homo sapiens is positioned at the top of the food chain.
This evolutionary success can only be explained by one fact. Man
was only able to ascend to this superior position in relation to all
other living things because he simply possesses the greatest will
to survive. You could, however, also say that man is simply by
far the most aggressive creature on earth. In nature’s merciless
game of eating and being eaten, he was, up to now, quite simply
the most successful.
As you of course KNOW, this basic natural principle of live
and let die is still valid today. The only evolutionary difference is
that the civilized human, in particular, no longer wants to prevail
using physical violence. He wants to conceal the beast within
him, so to speak. Today’s Homo sapiens uses more subtle instruments in order to live out his unremittingly high level of
aggression.
This means that society now condemns physical violence
and has, at the same time, thought up something more cunning.
The inhabitants of the Northern Hemisphere, in particular, have
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simply substituted physical violence with psychological violence.
People in industrialized nations thus rely increasingly on intellectual means to live out their dark side. To this purpose they have
changed their laws so that they can only go to prison for physical
violence. In the meantime, degradation, exclusion, humiliation,
irreverence, derision and the compromising of others, along with
similar psychological injuries, in the main go unpunished.
There is no difference, however. Whether you are attacked
on a physical level or simply on a psychological one, the result is
an act of violence. In the former case, death may be an immediate consequence, in the latter case it merely comes about slowly.
In many thousands of years of evolution, nothing has changed
there. The beast in man continues to thrive. It simply uses for its
attacks weapons which work more subtly and, above all, are
wielded with impunity.
As an HSP you notice these dark aspects of life. In contrast
to normally sensitive people, who would dismiss the whole thing
as being absurd, you KNOW that the hideous face of man really
exists. For this reason you probably developed protective life
strategies from very early on. In this way, you certainly became
used to being on your guard all of the time. You recognized very
quickly that a thick emotional defensive wall does indeed afford
security. In addition, you honed your powers of observation very
early on: after all, you constantly have to sound out your environment for such dangers.
Little by little, a mind was able to develop which is capable
of analyzing situations with razor-sharp precision. Your whole
life long you learned to take into consideration every possible
scenario involving danger. For this reason you are well used to,
today, including numerous and, above all, highly diverse aspects

in your thought processes. You even include the most improbable aspects in your assessment of the situation. All in all you have
elevated your brain to the highest level. After all the years of
intensive (and undesired) training you are now, intellectually,
armed to the teeth.
.
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When does work become fun?

As enjoyment of life is just as much a part of your emotional
world we shall, of course, continue to observe your NS; however, your awakening HS will start to play an ever greater role. In
this regard we shall consider more closely the following four
points:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reactions
Self-Respect
Variety
Understanding

1.4 Reactions
HSPs are not normally people who go peddling their emotions.
Ecstatic greetings and the open display of all other kinds of
moods are things which tend to alienate them. It is particularly in
their early years that this propensity to aloofness is inherent
within them. Experience shows that this lessens in the course of
their lifetime. The emotional defensive walls are gradually broken
down. When you come to this point you will nonetheless discov-
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er that a small amount of aloofness always remains. This is in the
nature of the beast: you prefer, after all, being by yourself. Moreover, you bear within you – with your NS, AS and HS – no less
than three selves which, in principle, give you all that you need,
those being: someone who constantly needs protecting and
providing for (NS); someone who thinks, works and lives (AS)
and an advisor SELF who takes care of and controls things.
Purely on existential grounds, you don’t need any other people.
You have yourself. Nonetheless you are dependent on opening
yourself up, as far as is possible, to your environment. This has a
particular reason.

You are dependent on others for experiencing joy in life.
The reason for this is hidden in your highly complex emotional
world. Your emotions are namely subject to a passive functionality. They thus first require the emotions of others in order to
subsequently be able to feel themselves.

You only feel something yourself when you experience the
feelings of others.
You find yourself sitting in a café again in order to watch the
people go by. You would like to work out (mostly subconsciously) what kind of frame of mind they are in. I know HSPs who
absolutely love to observe people on the street. They really experience a certain joy in life by way of this passive occupation. If
we use our baby again for comparison – your NS, in other words
– then the cause for this strange phenomenon will become obvious.

Newborns possess a kind of facial recognition program. They
observe primarily faces. It is foreign to them to look at someone’s clothes or haircut and the like. The reasons for this are
very easily explained. It is said that our facial expressions (facial
features) are an exact copy of our emotions. By observing people’s faces the baby can not only recognize its mother and father
but also learn what the differences are between various states of
mind. In addition they will check strangers to see whether they
are well-disposed towards them or whether they pose a threat.
Mainly, though, newborns get to know, in this way, what emotions actually are.
Why this works can be explained by a phenomenon that exists in nature. Not only do our facial expressions change according to our feelings, but the whole thing works the other way
around as well. You can also initiate emotions by way of the
facial muscles. Your emotional world is here the mirror image of
your facial expressions and not the other way around. If you
force yourself, for example, to pull your mouth up into a smile,
then it is not possible to be in a bad mood at the same time. If
you are grumpy some time, you can try this out. This is how
emotional training works in the early years. If you smile at babies, they react to this and smile back. In this way they themselves experience the happy feeling of smiling. In the beginning,
they do not know what friendliness feels like. It is only when
they have copied the facial expression of the other person with
their facial muscles that they can experience this feeling. Then
these little beings know: “Aha, that feels good.”
This is the reason why adults subconsciously put on an exaggerated emotional display when they come across newborns
(oh-oh, diddly-dee etc.). The somewhat ridiculous-seeming show,
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including over-emphasized facial expressions, is however exactly
what babies need. The exaggerated facial exhibition of feelings
makes it easier for them to recognize and mirror these more
accurately. Thus the baby can learn different feelings more
quickly.
Back to your NS: it still experiences feelings in the same way
as the baby described. A part of your ego thus still wants to
experience (as if from inside the cot) how someone bends down
to you and smiles at you. It is only then that your NS can experience the feeling of joy. You therefore still need someone who
reacts with emotions first so that you can feel the same. A certain idiosyncrasy results from this, which is what mainly constitutes your essence as a highly sensitive person.
So your NS wants to get other people to react emotionally
(by way of your wonderful achievements, for example).

You want to trigger emotions in other people.
This principle applies to the whole spectrum of possible emotions. Thus there are also HSPs who have a sick sense of fun in
provoking others just in order to get at their emotional reactions.
Children, too, who are hyperactive (mostly highly sensitive), do
this to a great extent. In this way they can not only find out
whether the other person is strong enough to protect them (the
HSP’s need for security), but also consume more emotional outbursts from the other person. They learn quickly that, the more
they annoy, the more intensely emotional are the reactions of the
other person. In this way they can better activate their still underdeveloped emotional world. They begin to feel who they are.

Thus there are, indeed, HSPs (even adults) who constantly drive
the people around them up the wall, just in order to experience
emotional reactions.
This also functions wonderfully in the positive sense,
though. Let us take, for example, the feeling of gratitude. If you
are a typical HSP, then you love this kind of emotion. You will
always strive to produce this feeling in others, just so that you
yourself can also feel positively.
This can, of course, be exploited. All one needs to do is not
to react to you. Then you will remain committed for as long as it
takes to elicit some kind of reaction from the other person. If
the goal is particularly important to you, then you will go all-out
for as long as it takes to attain the thing that you so urgently
need to be able to survive emotionally.
This is, moreover, also how the unhappy love affairs of
many HSPs work. If they find themselves in the tragic situation
where the object of their desire reacts to them with too little
emotion or not at all (showing the cold shoulder), then HSPs can
be witnessed launching self-destructive assaults in order to elicit
some kind of proof of love from the other person. With their
immense intellect they literally burn this survival struggle into
their brain. With their enormous psychological intensity they
forge their synapses in a powerful and irrevocable way. The result is a serious trauma. The great love remains forever etched in
the mind.
If, however, the object of their desire had issued a declaration of love every day, then it would never have come to this.
Quite the opposite, in fact: the HSP would have quickly become
bored and there would never have been a romantic drama, even
though exactly the same person would have been involved.
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In the end many HSPs find out in their lifetimes that their great
romantic dramas were never about the partner but actually only
about the failed attempt to consume certain emotions via this
person. In principle it was only about overcoming an abiding
trauma from the time before, during or shortly after their birth.
To cut a long story short:

In order to experience enjoyment of life themselves, they
need < as a prerequisite < positive reactions from other
people.
.
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